and returns a tensor of the same size with elements set to one % where the relation is true and elements set to zero where it is % not. A and B must have the same dimensions unless one is a % scalar. A scalar can be compared with anything. % % C = LE(A,B) is called for the syntax 'A <= B' when A or B is a % tensor. % %Brett W. Bader and Tamara G. Kolda, Sandia National Laboratories, %2004. Please address questions or comments to: tgkolda@sandia.gov. %Terms of use: You are free to copy, distribute, display, and use this %work, under the following conditions. (1) and returns a tensor of the same size with elements set to one % where the relation is true and elements set to zero where it is % not. A and B must have the same dimensions unless one is a % scalar. A scalar can be compared with anything. % % C = LT(A,B) is called for the syntax 'A < B' when A or B is a % tensor. % %Brett W. Bader and Tamara G. Kolda, Sandia National Laboratories, %2004. Please address questions or comments to: tgkolda@sandia.gov. %Terms of use: You are free to copy, distribute, display, and use this %work, under the following conditions. (1) The result is a tensor of order 1 and size 1. Note % that the flag 'vec' must be specified when the order of the result % is to be reduced. % % PRODUCT(A,U,DIMS) computes the product of a tensor A and a % cell array U along the specified dimensions. % % Case 1: If DIMS contains positive entries, the i−th cell in array % U is multiplied by the dimension specified by DIMS(i). In this % case, it is assumed that length(U) = length(DIMS). % % Example 1: B = product(A,{X Y},[3 4]) computes B = A x_3 X x_4 % Y. Here A is a cell array of order at least 4, and X and Y are % appropriately sized matrices. % % Case 2: If DIMS containts negative entries, then we compute the % product of A and the cell array U except in the dimensions % specified in DIMS. % % Example 2: B = product(A, U, −3) computes B = A x_1 U{1} x_2 U{2} % x_4 U{4}. Here A is a 4th−order tensor, and U is a cell array with % 4 entries. % % PRODUCT(A,U,DIMS,'vec') computes the product of a tensor A and a % cell array U along the specified dimensions. In other words, the % i−th cell in array U is multiplied by the dimension specified by
Page 1/5 @tensor/product.m % DIMS(i). The result is a tensor of reduced order. Note that the % flag 'vec' must be specified to indicate that U contains % vectors rather than matrices. % %Brett W. Bader and Tamara G. Kolda, Sandia National Laboratories, %2004. Please address questions or comments to: tgkolda@sandia.gov. %Terms of use: You are free to copy, distribute, display, and use this %work, under the following conditions. (1) 
% Check validity of parameters passed to product N = length(dims); if (N > order(A)) | (N > length(U)) error('DIMS is too long.'); elseif (N < length(U)) & (length(U) < order(A)) error('If length(DIMS) < length(U), then length(U) must equal order(A).'
Page 2/5 @tensor/product.m ); elseif (length(U) > order(A)) error('Length of U greater than order of A.'); end Page 1/1 @tensor/subsref.m function t = tensor(varargin) % TENSOR Tensor class constructor. % % TENSOR creates an empty dense tensor object. % % TENSOR(T) creates a tensor by copying the tensor T or % converting a CP or Tucker tensor T. % % TENSOR(Z) creates a tensor from the multidimensional array Z. % % TENSOR(Z,DIMS) creates a tensor from the multidimensional array % Z. The DIMS argument is used to specify any trialing singleton % dimensions. % % TENSOR(A,I,DIMS,TYPE) creates a tensor by reshaping a matrix A % stored as an I−mode matricization. The dimensions of the % resulting tensor is specified by DIMS. The TYPE specifies which % type of matricization is used; the choices for TYPE are: @tensor/tensor.m t = tensorize_kiers(varargin{1}, varargin{2}, varargin{3}) ; elseif (strcmp(varargin{4},'DDV')) t = tensorize_ddv (varargin{1}, varargin{2}, varargin{3}) ; else error('Invalid type in argument 4 of tensor constructor'); end t.lambda = varargin{1}.lambda; t.u = varargin{1}.u; t = class(t, 'cp_tensor'); return; end t.lambda = varargin{1}; if ~isa(t.lambda,'numeric') | ndims(t.lambda) ~=2 | size(t.lambda,2) ~= 1 error('LAMBDA must be a column vector'); end if isa(varargin{2},'cell') t.u = varargin{2}; else for i = 2 : nargin t.u{i−1} = varargin{i}; end end % Check that each Um is indeed a matrix for i = 1 : length(t. 
